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**Reviewer's report:**

Many typos have to be corrected still, as for instance: P1 in abstract "methods" "adenovirus" not plural. P3 end of 2nd section: letter missing. P4 first MM section plated instead of planted. P8 end of page: missing word. P9 2nd line of last section concerned instead of concern. P10 last section: I not sure that Darwin was involved in this story, rather it is Darwin J Prockop. I guess there is a confusion of the references in this section. Moreover the reference list looks like a battle field with author names and general setting changing from one reference to the other. This should be corrected and uniformized.

**Level of interest:** An article whose findings are important to those with closely related research interests

**Quality of written English:** Needs some language corrections before being published

**Statistical review:** No, the manuscript does not need to be seen by a statistician.
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